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Light is naturally reflected 
through the roof monitor 
to maximize day lighting 
and minimize solar heat 
gain.
Motorized operable 
windows provide natural 
ventilation

VERTICAL SUN TUNNEL + 
VENTILATION CHIMNEY: 
Prismatic Skylight plus highly 
refective sun tunnel direct 
maximum day light to first floor. 
Warm air exhausts through 
louvers, drawing fresh air in 
perimeter windows.

Electrically 
dimmable 
daylight shaft

Phase change material heating 
+ cooling units deliver 
conditioned 100% outside air 
at floor level and at a low 
velocity without the use of 
refrigerants.

Thermal buoyancy takes place when 
the cool air encounters a heat source 
such as a person or equipment. The 
air warms and rises around 
the heat source and is 
exhausted near the 
ceiling openings.

Daylighting with minimum glare

Natural ventilation

Solar skin

Solar access with large roof area

Displacement ventilation, improved IAQ

Thermal buoyancy

Operable high and low fenestration

Thermal mass, exposed concrete slab

Louvers exhaust heated air

Electrically Dimmable Prismatic skylights
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Vertical sun tunnels and Ventilation chimney

Interior clerestory windows for borrowed daylighting 

High R-value roof and wall insulation

High ceiling to floor plate

Double exterior wall with 8” air space

Cool roof 22

Passive Active
Phase Change Material heating + cooling units

Solar water heater for radiant heating

PV panels

Daylight dimming and occupancy sensors

High efficiency lighting fixtures

Motorized Damper for ventilation control

ventIlation, 
daylighting,...

.... & Energy 
use analysis
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Rainwater Collection
Total Area: 15,900 sq. ft.
Average Annual Precipitation: 15 in.
Collection Efficiency: 85%
Total Annual Collection: 126,358 gal.

PV Panels
Total Area: 9,825 sq. ft.
Total Annual Output: 177,118 kWh 
Percentage of Current Design: 130.4%

Low Flow Fixtures

Cistern

Cool Roof

Pressure Pump
& UV Filter

Dual Supply Line
to Restrooms
Municipal Line (Potable)
Cistern Line (Non-Potable)Pre-treatment

Filter & Pump
Roof Washer Box

Solar 
Screen

Cement Board 
Rain Screen 
Wall System

Standardized 
Windows

Down SpoutConcrete Slab 
&
Foundations

P.E.M.B.

Modular 
Mezzanine  

Smart Wall

Active Chill 
Beam

Phase Change 
Material

Mtl. Deck With 
Floating 
Concrete Slab

Natural 
Daylight & 
Ventilation 

Wireless 
Lighting 
Controls

Fixed 
Plumbing & 
Service Core

Insulated Metal 
Panels

Mtl. Stand 
Seam Roof / 
P.V. Panels

Prismatic 
Domed 
Skylight

Flexible 
Teaching 
Space

WHY is 
ADAPTABILITY
GOOD?

WHat is  
RAIN WATER 
COLLECTION?

WHAT ARE THE 
BENEFITS OF 
BUILDING A 
PROTOTYPE?

WHAT IS A 
prOTOTYPE?

+ + +

PROTOTYPING: 
POST-OCCUPANCY EVALUATION, M & O TRAINING,
BUILDING PERFORMANCE MONITORING

USER GUIDE
“UNDERSTANDING THE FEATURES &

BENEFITS OF YOUR SCHOOL BUILDING”

USER GUIDE
“UNDERSTANDING THE FEATURES &

BENEFITS OF YOUR SCHOOL BUILDING”

The solar skin is a modular panelized system that 
may be customized for different site conditions 
and solar orientations using panels of different 
material, aperture, and directionality.  The solar 
skin plays multiple roles:

• Natural daylighting and solar shading
• Creates a thermal buffer of warm air that drives natural 
ventilation in the summer and prevents heat loss in winter.
•A Privacy and security screen
•A vertical landscape element
•An acoustical screen

• An educational tool and active learning wall

Crumpled Paper Clouds Foliage

Square Perf. Circular Perf. Wire Fabric 

blue is the 
new green

ACTIVE CHILLED BEAM 
& Floating slab 
detail

next: 
MASS- 
CUSTOMIZATION

INNOVATIONINNOVATION
 HIGH PERFORMANCE SCHOOL PROTOTYPE HIGH PERFORMANCE SCHOOL PROTOTYPE
INNOVATIONINNOVATION

 HIGH PERFORMANCE SCHOOL PROTOTYPE HIGH PERFORMANCE SCHOOL PROTOTYPE

SCREEN
IMPLEMENTATION

STEP 1:

sET sOLAR 
oRIENTATION

IMAGE
STUDIES

Parametric 
Script

cUSTOM 
cABINETS

PARABOLIC 
REFLECTOR

REFLECTIVE 
PANELS

INSULATED 
GLAZING

GLASS 
LOUVERS

SKYLIGHT

Step 3: 

Define Parameters 

Step 5: 

Data + Rankings

Step 4: 

Run Beagle ANALYSIS TO 
Generate Configurations

STEP 2: 

EXTRACT 
TYPICAL 2 
STORY 
CLASSROOM 
MODULE 

Buildings, like cars, should come with a user guide.  In tandem 
with the development of the first prototype we are planning the 
NZE High Performance School Prototype User Guide.  Aimed at 
the building’s main users, students, the guide is conceived as a text book in 
graphic novel format.  Part sustainable design treatise, the guide will 
present the concepts, technologies, and strategies behind the NZE 
Prototype in a way that is engaging, age-appropriate and highly educational.  
The User Guide will be an opportunity for students to learn first hand about 
sustainable design and will serve as an accessible means to disseminate 
knowledge about the pragmatic strategies for resource and energy 
efficiency demonstrated in the NZE Prototype. 

The NZE Prototype utilizes innovative light and ventilation chimneys to bring 
daylight into the interior spaces and to drive natural ventilation.  Ventilation is 
driven by thermal buoyancy: as warm air rises naturally through the chimneys 
it pulls cooler air in from the exterior windows.  The chimneys also serve dual 
purpose as an exhaust system for the displacement induction active chilled 
beams during heating and cooling modes.  The chimneys are designed as a 
pre-manufactured system.  They are composed of stacking modules which 
allow them to adjust to varying heights.  The modules incorporate a rooftop 
parabolic skylight, spectrally reflective lining, motorized louvers, parabolic 
reflectors, light-directing glass, and airflow and daylight dampers.  

RESEARCH
Swift Lee Office is working with researchers at the University of Southern California School of Architecture to develop the design of the NZE 
Prototype using new parametric modelling software they are currently developing.  The software, called  H.D.S. Beagle 1.0, is being developed 
as a plug-in for Autodesk® Revit™ to integrate design development, energy performance, and cost analysis.  Beagle uses parameterization, 
automation, and evolutionary algorithms and integrates Autodesk® Revit™, Autodesk® Green Building Studio™, and Microsoft® Excel™.  
The current research for Swift Lee Office involves exploring parametric site adaptation strategies to obtain energy and cost performance 
feedback using Beagle.
 

The NZE K-12 High Performing School Prototype is a pragmatic concept for a 
net-zero-energy school building designed for sustainability through its full life cycle.  
It is a highly replicable system of sustainable design strategies, innovative structural 
concept, and prefabricated component-based approach to construction.  It can 
also be adapted to utilize different materials, systems, and technologies suited to 
a particular region, with similar goals and results.  For example a low-carbon 
pre-cast concrete structural system could be used in place of steel.  

The NZE Prototype is a highly flexible design comprising two independent 
structural systems:  A pre-engineered metal building shell and a reconfigurable 
interior mezzanine.  The long-span steel structure is free of interior columns to 
allow maximum interior flexibility.  Exterior cladding is non-structural allowing a 
variety of facade treatments and the use of moment and braced steel frames 
allow walls, doors, and windows to be placed free of structural constraints.  The 
size of the building can easily be adjusted by expanding or contracting the number 
of structural bays.  All major building components are pre-fabricated off site, which 
expedites construction, reduces waste, and minimizes traffic.  

The NZE Prototype is wrapped by a solar skin which creates a double façade for solar, 
acoustical and environmental control.  The solar skin permits the prototype to adapt to 
different climatic, solar orientation, and site conditions to optimize energy performance.  
The design concept for the solar skin is that of a modular shelving system attached to the 
exterior of the building which consists of interchangeable panels of different aperture, 
transparency, profile, and directionality.  The solar skin represents the integration of 
performance, form, and fabrication.  Using an algorithm based parametric modeling 
design process the panels can be mass-customized and each adaptation will result in a 
unique and site-responsive design.  The interchangeable panels will act as a daylight 
control, a thermal, acoustical, and privacy buffer, and/or an active learning wall.  The 
panels may be made from a variety of suitable materials.

The NZE Prototype employs an innovative mixed-mode climate system that combines 
natural ventilation with efficient low-energy mechanical heating and cooling.  Both systems 
use the principals of displacement ventilation and thermal buoyancy, delivering air only to 
the occupied zone of the space, allowing warm air and contaminants to naturally rise and 
stratify at the top of the tall-ceilinged spaces and escape through ventilation chimneys to 
rooftop exhausts.  In either case the prototype is supplied with 100% outside air with no 
recirculation.  The displacement with induction active chilled beam system is significantly 
more energy efficient than a comparable forced air system, with lower maintenance and 
much greater longevity.  It is also more flexible and adaptable, acoustically superior, and 
provides much healthier indoor environmental quality.
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Parameters
vg0
vg1
vg2
vg3
vg4
vg5
vg6
vg7
vg8
vg9
hg1
hg2
hg3
hg4
Fin Gap
Fin Depth
Louver Gap
Louver Depth
Screen Distance
Top of Screen
Bottom of Screen

10-Year Cost Balance
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Rank 200~
Rank 190-199
Rank 180-189
Rank 170-179
Rank 160-169
Rank 150-159
Rank 140-149
Rank 130-139
Rank 120-129
Rank 110-119
Rank 100-109
Rank 90-99
Rank 80-89
Rank 70-79
Rank 60-69
Rank 50-59
Rank 40-49
Rank 30-39
Rank 20-29
Rank 10-19
Rank 1-9

Range
[0,6]
[0,6]
[0,6]
[0,6]
[0,6]
[0,6]
[0,6]
[0,6]
[0,6]
[0,6]
[2.5,7]
[0.1,0.5]
[0.1,2.42]
[0.1,3.42]
[0.25,6]
[0.25,2]
[0.25,3]
[0.25,1]
[1,5]
[17,5]
[8,4]

Step 6: 

Choose Design 
Scenario

BEAGLE pARAMETRIC MODELING
USING GENETIC ALGORITHM
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